
Mr. t'arren C. Johnson 
Chnirwan, Da )C.rtJ, ont o.f Chemistry 
v739 Ellis .Avumo 
Chica~o ~7 , I llin~ 

Dear J ohnsona 

1155 Eust 57th Street 
Chicngo B7, Illino e 
July 14, 1950 

I am wri tin6 -co you in your ca aci ty 8-S a member of the 

Council . Dr. Urey 1 at tl:.e le;;;. t Council meeting, outlined the 

basic hiloso ~by u}on which, in his opinion, a satisfactory 

plan for retirement benefits ought to rest. I have attempted 

to how in t1 e etmlosed memorandum hoH such a plan could be 

implemented by uescribine: one )OSsible set of provisions and by 

es tima ting the " ni tude of the sum which would be involved. 

The purpose of the present letter is merely to 5i ve you 

notice of the existence o1 thi~ t1lan a nd to put it into your 

hands so t hat you might f orm an opinion conc erning its merits . 

Sincere.l.J', 

Leo Szilard 



I.:EMORANDUM 

from Leo Szilard to V:aiTen Co Jolmson 

on the future of the Institute of Radiobiology and Biophysics 

December 12 , 19)2 

The problem to which I am addressing myself is the following general 

question: Should there be maintained within the framework of the Research 

Institutes at the University of Chicago (established in 1945), laboratories 

devoted to basic research in biology? In order to see this question in its 

proper perspective, it is necessary to make a few remarks on the present 

state of affairs in the natural sciences. 

In the first half of the century, physics was undoubtedly the king 

of the natural sciences, and it attracted a~ong the students of science the 

very best. It would seem that this happy state of affairs is over, and these 

days able students often hesitate to become physicists. 

The two main fields of physics today in which a student is offered 

opportunity to work, are solid state physics and high energy physics. 

Solid state physics has never been everybody's meato "bile it was 

permissible to hope that if we are in possession of the right basic equations 

we might fully understand the solid state - it never seemed likely that by 

studying the solid state we might be guided to find the right basi equations. 

Those who mere attracted by the deepest mysteries, therefore, did rarely go 

in for vrork on the solid state. 

In the high energy field, 1rork centers around large accelerators and 

must be elaborately planned; many students do not find this attractive. They 

might also feel 'bhat while we shall discover new phenomena in the high energy 
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field as lone ss we keep pushing to higher and higher energies, there is no 

certainty that the phenomena which manifest themselves there have much to do 

with the phenomena !'..aturally occuri.ng on the earth in the lower energy rer;ionso 

It is of course possible, and perhaps even probable~ that the days of great 

discoveries in low energy physics are not over, and that some discovery cor.t-· 

parable to that of the electromar,netic waves (the existence of which we did 

not suspect until ~a~qell's work) is just around the corner. But however 

that may be, the fact remains that today there are able students of physics 

who prefer to work in the field of biology. 

they oucht to be warned that biology has not reached the stage which 

physics has reached, where enouf!;1 knowledge has accumulated to permit the 

scientist to sit in the bath tub, review in his mind well established facts, 

and emerge with a significant insight or a new theory. In biology, this 

type of activity is stopped short by the realization that experiments of 

one kind or another must be dane before further thinking becomes profitableo 

In physics, enough is known to make it possible to appraise the sig-

nificance of any new fact unearthed by experimentso In physics, few experi-
' 

ments result in a discovery, but it is easy to assign to the result of the 

experiment its proper place in an already well established structureo In 

biology, on the other hand, it is easy to make a discovery, but difficult to 

appraise its significance. 

Any physicist who wants to become a biologist should be cautioned 

about this state of affairs, and only few of those m1o have established a re-

putation in their field may be expected to make the change if they understand 

what they at:e up against. Those who do "tTant to make the change, however, 

will : ~ve to face the problem of finding a suitable place to work. The odds 
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are that they will not be able to continue within the framework of any 

physics Department or Chemistry Department. 

The studentsof science who are first attracted by the physical 

sciences and who subsequently rrant to do research in t he fiel d of biol ogy 

may want to t;et a doctor's de~ree in "biophysics".. t~o matter how much 

physics they know, if their work is with bj_ological :nateria.l , they could not 

fairly describe themselves as physicists.. }or them t o s ay "I am a pb:,rsi cist ., 

but I work with rabbits" would be exceedingly awkwar d .. They want to be 

able to give a simple a.nsvrer to t i1e si."nple question ny;r:at are you? 11
; t hey 

want to call themselves biophysicistso 

The University of Chicago is offering a doctox·1 s dec;ree in Biophysics .. 

In this it is not pioneerinG, but just followinG other uni versi tie so In 

order to maintain such a degree, it is not necessary to establish a Depart-

ment of Biophysics that would take care of formal instructiono No lectures 

on Biophysics need be gl ven; Biophysics cannot be taught as s uch for "there 

ain 1 t no such anima.J.II.. A graduate student in Biophysic s s hould be free to 

vork on lus thesis in any department of the Universit y which i s set up for 

biolocical work and it ou:~ht to be an important program of the Inst itutes 

to offer :;raduate students in Biophysics an opportunity to work there on 

their theses .. 

The Institute of Radiobiology is in principle acceptin0 Graduate stu-

dents. But the attempt to place the responsibility for graduate students in 

the hands of a Comm±ttee on Biophysics has somewhere gone wronr;. .tor it is 

a fact that while the setting up of a program in 3iophj·sics was initially 

r;reeted vd.th great enthusiasm by the students (and ther-e were many interes-

ted in such a program),at present the students who are farthest advanced 
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discoura~e, on the basis of their OW!l experience , the younger students and 

advise them to ~et outo Unless this situation is remedied s oon there wil l 

be no candidates for the doctor's degree in Biophysicso I t might be tha t 

in order to re:nedy this situation it vr.ill be necessa ry to set up somethi n;: 

intermediate between a fly-by-nicht Committee of Biophys i cs and a f ull-

fled~ed Department of Biophysics, and perhaps take ot her s teps in adcl:Lt iono 

To my mind, the pri:nar.y function of a Biological Institute within 

the framew·ork of the Research Institutes of the Univer s i ty ol Chicabo ought 

to be to provide a place of work for those trained i n t he exact sciences who 

want to work in the field of biologyo Li:niting the rte!s ear ch Institute s to 

Solid State Physics , tli.gh Energy Physics, as well as .Nuclear Chemistry, and 

excluding Biology, would seem to me to be an anachronis:n r eflecting a lack 

of understanding of the general state of the Natural Sciences that exist,s 

at presento 

One might of course ask whether research insti t utes , whose members 

haYe research rather than teaching as their main responsibili ty should exist 

at all as part of the Uni versit;'{ of Chicagoo I personally believe that the 

conditions under which a research institute can flourish are rather delicate 

and are rarely understood by those vmo are charged 'n th administeri ng the~o 

For this reason~ if :.~r? Hutchins had consulted me in 1945 on whether the Uni-

versity of Chicago our;ht to establish research insitutes, I would have ad-

vised against ito 

The precedents for research institutes, such as the Kaiser '.'iilhelm 

Institutes in Germany or the Rockefeller Institute i n New York, are only 

moderately encouragingo These institutes ha. ve no connections with any 

university, their members do no teaching, nor do they give their attention 
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to the practical application of science. I believe that by and large, i t 

is not ~ood for a scientist to be in a position where he has to justify 

his existence by putting out a never-ending stream of new insights or dis

coveries. Few men are happy if placed in a position where it becomes a 

noral necessity for them - as ~lr. Einstein put it - "to lay r:olden eggs" . 

Research institutes not connected with any university lack the tra

dition of the old established universities, and as a consequence, new ap

pointments and promotions are not under the democratic control of a faculty, 

out rather under the control of the director appointed by some board of 

trustees. Such an orGaniz.ation offers only a very poor L'llara ntee fo r an 

organic Grov~h of the research institute, sufficient overlapping of interest 

of its members, and the kind of teamwork that originates spontaneouslyo 

These are difficulties which could be overcome , and t o some extent 

have been overcome in the case of the Research Instit utes vmich are part of 

the University of Chicagoo There is no difficulty here to Give members who 

vmnt to eneage in formal teachin;;, teaching opportuniti es, and this problem 

has in fact been most satisfactorily solved in the I nstitute of Nuclear Stu

dies. It should also be possible to give those who would soothe their con

sciences by indulging in some programmed research aimed at practical appli

cations of science rather than of participating in a teaching pro£ram, an 

opportunity to do so. 

A word of warning might here be in ordern I t might s eem t hat if such 

program1ned research were part of the Institutes' activity, the Institutes 

would be in danger of deteriorating. And indeed, they would deteriorate if 

the staff members were at heart engineers (physical, chemical or biological). 

But if the Institutes are staffed vdth men whose guiding passion is basic 
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research rather than progranmed research, no such danger will existo 

To sum up: 

I believe that n~r that Research Institutes have been created, they 

should be maintained if it is financially possible to do so, and I further 

believe that if they are maintained, they should include laboratories where 

men trained in the physical sciences \7ho \":ant to work in the field of bioloeY 

can find a congenial homeo 

Since I am addressin~ myself here only to the question of whether or 

not bioloGY should remain as part of the activity of the Research Institutes, 

I a.il not ~:,roing into the equally important question of what needs to be done 

in order to :nake soch an operation successfuL Clearly, a number of require

ments will have to be met which are not met at presento It is therefore 

possible that in spite of the forec;oing arguments, the Institute of nadio

hiology ou~ht to be dissolvedo · And certainly it ou~ht to be dissolved rather 

than be permitted to deteriorate, whether for failure to recoGlliZe w.he.t the 

successful operation of such an Institute requires, or inability to obtain 

the rather modest funds which are needed to meet these requirementso 

l.S/llt 



Office of the Dean 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO 37' ILLINOIS 

THE DIVISION OF THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES 

August 7, 19.56 

Dr. Leo Szilard 
Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies 
Faculty Exchange 

Dear Leo: 

I have made arrangements for us to go over your 
files (Manhattan Project) in my office (Eckhart 111), 
August 29. Mr. Marshall of the Office of Classification 
has agreed to come to Chicago for this purpose on that 
date. I shall obtain the files from Dr. Young of the 
Argonne. Suppose we meet in Eckhart 111 about 10:00 A.M., 
August 29. 

sJj:;::__ . 
Wa~ren c. Johnson 



Dr. Warren Oe Johnson 
Dean, Tl.e Division of the 

Physical sciences 
The University of Chicago 
Chicago 37, Illinois 

Dear Dr. Johnson: 

The Quadrangle Club 
The University o£ Chicago 
Chicago 37, Illinois 

Aug...,.st 11, 1956 

Many thanks .for your ve"J!'y kind letter of' August '7th. 

:r shall be at your ot'tice at lO a.m. August 29tht as you sug

gest, unlasR I hear £rom you otherwise. 

I am leaving for a few day$ t'or Los Alwmos today, and 

will probably be in Denver thereafter until August 27th. In 

case there is any change, could you let me kno there at 

6101 East 11th Avenue, Denve:r 20, Colorado -- telephone: 

Flz'emont 7-9683. 

My regular mailing address is the Quadrangle Club. 

Sincerely, 

Leo Szilard 



THE UNIVERSITY OF CH ICAGO 

CHIC A G 0 37 • ILL IN 0 IS 

THE DIVISION OF THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES 
Office of the Dean 

Mr. Willi Conaolazio 
National Selene Found tlon 
Washington 25, D.C. 

D ar Mr. Con olazio: 

S ptember 17, 1956 

I m writing to you concerning the a plic tion 
tor a Grant of Rese reb Su~port th t is being submitted 
to the lfational Science Found tion by the California 
In titate of Technology on behalf ot Dr. Leo Szil rd. 
Tbe apnlication is co- sponsored by the University of 
Chicago, the University of Color do Medical School, the 
New York University Colleg f Z.!ed1c1n , and the 
Rocket ll r Institute for ~dical Research. 

r. Szilard is Profe or or Bio hya c at th 
Enrico enni Inati tute for Nucl ar Studi a of the 
University of Chicago. Prior to being transferred to 
this institute, last July 1, ti w a a member of the 
Institute of · adiobiology and iopnyalca t thia 
University which h a b en d1 cont1nu d as an adminie
tr tive unit. 1bis Univ rsity eould make vailable to 
Dr. Szilard adequ te 1 boratory f o111t1ea. and Dr. Szil rd 
should have no difficulty in obt 1ning financial support for 
his work either from the University or from outside grants . 
However, he feels that it would be in dvisable for htm in 

· hia r sent setting to attempt to ass ble a group of re• 
eareh men, such as he would need to carry out an adequate 

. ro r min biological ~ese rch. ince there would be little 
a surance that these men could 1 ter obtain regular &taft 
appointment• 1n the event they w r euceesstul in carrying 
out their programs. or t is reason Dr. Szilard would 
now prefer to work in close collaboration with men Wbo h ve 
alre dy establish d positions t different univ raitiea 



• William Conaolazio 
N tional Sci nee ound tion 
eahington 2~, D.C. 

Se tember 17, 1956 

rather than to build un a group of his own t the University 
o Chic go. I appreciate Dr. Szil l'd'a point of .view and ao 
does the Administration or the Universit,-; and we hall be 
leased to do anything that may bel to make the rrangement 

prooosed by the C 11forn1a Institute of Technology function 
smoothly and become productive. 

J • Szil rd ia t resent very much interested in 
work that ia going on t the University of Chica on two 
as ects o~ protein synthea1• - adaotive enzyme formation nd 

tibody form tion. We hope t h t he will zaetain his 1nt r at 
1n t is work under the new arrang nt and that h. might lao 
become inter a ted in otb r work that 1s currently in . rogrea• 
h re or is planned for th future. 

During the o at ten y ara Dr. Szilard bas been 
me er of ·the staff of the Uni ersity of ChicagoJ not only h 
he m d a number of tm ortant oontr1but1ona, but in addition he 
hna provided unusual imagin t1on and a i'ilmulue for a number of 
younger men who nave been associated with hir.l. Ho would ho;>e 
that, a the pres nt ropoeal ,geata, h would continue to 
so nd part ot hie time with ua so that his creative contribu
tion• would cont1nu to h v influence on his coll aguea . 

Sincerely yours, 

uf~£.~ 
Wa~ren c. Johnson, Dean 
Division o£ the Physical Sciencea 

CC Dr. George w. Beadle 
Chairman, Division of Biology 
California Institute of Technology 
Pasadena, California 

bee Dr. Leo Szilard / 
Dean R. w. Harrison 



Office of the Dean 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
C H I C A G 0 37 • I L L I N 0 I S 

THE DIVISION OF THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES 

October 5. 1956 

Dr. arren c. Job:nson 
c/o ifr. c . L . r-tarahall 
Di~lsion of Class irieation 
u.s . Atomic Energy CQmmia$1on 
1901 Conat1~t1on Avenue 
Wa.Stli':lg'con 25, D. C. 

Doar warren: 

F.nclosed is n copy o_ the let~!~ tihic~l I t-trote 

to !••1'1' _. .ursh~ll and enclosed al$0 aile the documents to 

"t.zllich it l"elate • I am ho.v! · cham sont to you on th& 

Mk:ft'-ChG.llCO that I"r> .. ltarsha.l.l ma¥ bo abl e to s ettle this 

matter wi h you on the spot. 

LS:F 
Enelosur p r-eeoipt 

Since .. el "! j 

~~ 
L o Szilard 

When separ a ted f rom enclosures, handle 
this documen t as UNCLASSIFIED. 



Dr. Warren o. Johnson , 
Dean 
Physical Sciences Division 
Eckhart Hall 
Un1vars1ty ot Chiea o 
Ch1cago 37, Ill. 

Dear WarJ~en, 

December 7 . 1956. 

I have not yet heard .from the National ,eienoe 

Founa.at1on but I assume that the f6I'ant application which 

\YaS submitted by Cal-Tech is nald for the ard meeting 1n 

Maron. In the r~ant1ma I have received the attached letter 

from the Rockefeller Institute . Should there be any doubt 

in your rn1nd wbethel• I ought to ceept , could you send me a 

telegram addresa d to me at Room 2134, Hotel St. oritz, 

1\fe York? 

unless there 1s n objeet1on that you can sea I 

propose to accept . 

\'"1tb k1ndest pe:ra' na.l regards, 

S1ncarely, 

L· o Szilard 

ee; s .K.Allison 



Dr. Warren C. Johnson, 
Dean of the Physical Sciences 
Eckhardt Hall 
University of Chicago, 
Chicago 37, Ill. 

December 16, 1956. 

Division 

Enclosed is copy of a letter which I sent to Dr . Bronk 
in response to his tnvtta t ion to become an Affiliate 
of the Rocke.feller Institut e - for your information 
and files . 

With kind . p~rsonal regards, 

Sincerely, 

Lao S zi lard 

encl . 



I ~ 
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\/ ~ , Deoem~e r 31, 1956. 

Dr. Warren c. Johnson, Dean 
Physical Scienses Division 
Eckhardt Hall 
The University of Chicago 
Chicago 37, Ill. 

Dear Warren, 

Enclosed is a check for ~950v00 dated December 29,1956, 

made out to the University of Chicago by Casa Canfield, Chairman 

of the Executive Committee of the Board of Directors, Harper & 

Brothers, publishers, representing a donation earmarked for 

expenses of my work that arise while I am away from Chicago, such 

as secretarial services, hotel bills and transportation. 

The University has opened an account to which I charge 

such expenses and this account was attached in the past to the 

Social Sciences Division, to which I was attached.- I believe this 

account still exists but I presume it would have to be transfered 

now from the Social Sciences. Division to the Physical Sciences 

Division. I wonder whether you could arrange for the check to be 

credited to this account. 

Mr. Canfield is about to go out of town but I shall ask 

him to drop you a note to confirm that the above version is the 

correct interpretation of the intention of the qonation. 

I have been working with ~.William Doering of Yale Uni-

varsity on a major memorandum relating to certain aspects on the 

organization of scientific work and have run up quite a secretarial 

bill and other expenses which I am going to charge to my expense 

account at the University of Chicago as soon aa this account is 
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again in the black. 

With kind personal regards, 

Sincerely, 

Leo Szilard 

encl. 



Dear Sir: 

GENERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
TO THE 

U. S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C. 

January 7, 1957 

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (Public Law 703 - 83rd Congress) provides 
the following in Section l57b( 3) " ••••• The Commission may also, upon the 
recommendation of the General Advisory Committee, and with the approval of 
the President, grant an award for any especially meritorious contribution 
to the development, use, or control of atomic energy" • 

The first award under this Act was made on November 16, 1954, to Enrico 
Fermi. In December of 1955 the General Advisory Committee recommended to 
the Atomic Energy Commission that an Enrico Fermi Award be established on a 
permanent basis. 

The Commission determined that the Award should be made not more often 
than annually, and an Award in 1956 was made to Dr. John von Neumann. The 
General Advisory Committee now has the duty of recommending a candidate for 
the Enricp Fermi Award for 1957 to the Commission and the President. 

In fulfilling our obligation under this Act, we invite you as an indi
vidual to nominate a candidate who, in your best judgement, has made an 
especially meritorious scientific or technical contribution to the develop
ment, use, or control of atomic energy. The Committee wishes no worthy 
candidate to be overlooked. 

Nominations should be received by the Chairman, General Advisory Com
mittee, Atomic Energy Commission, Washington 25, D. c., not later than March 
1, 1957. In m8U~ing a nomination, please minimize such biographical data as 
can readily be found in standard reference works and place principal empha
sis on a concise statement of the scientific achievement upon which the nomi
nation is based. 

Candidates nominated last year will be considered again this year. If 
there is new evidence in support of your candidate, please supply it to the 
Committee. 

Your cooperation in contributing to this important Award will be very 
much appreciated by the Committee. 

Dr. Leo Szilard 
University of Chicago 
Chicago 37, Illinois 

Sincerely yours, 

JZ~e 
Warren C. Johnson 
Chairman 



February 1, 1957 

Dr. Warren C. Johnson 
.l.)lan, D1 vision of the Physical Scienc.es 
University of Chicago 
Eckhart Hall 
Chicago 37, Illinois 

Dear Warren .. 
Attached is a letter which ! had sent to Mr. Mar

shall on October 25th. At that time ! sent also a copy to 
your offiee . 

A few days ago I merely wrote him (see copy attached) 
to remind him or tnY' letter of wh1oh he had not acknowledged the 
receipt. 

I ~ sending you all this so that you might refresh 
your memory prior to your trip to Washington. 

m 
:~ncl. 

Sincerely~ 

Leo Szilard 



Dr. rren c. Joi",.naon 
Dean o£ th$ Phyeiea.l 1o1anc<Ja Division 
Eokbart lis ll 
Un1 ver ~:. 'l~/ cd' C l~ c o 
Ch1caao 37, Ill. 

.. reh s. 1957. 

dated bruo.r,- eo h hich I recently rece1ved frt")nl Mi1
• _ rshall . 

Sin e 1m~ said that you p nn d to d1scn.t3tl this ma.ttott 1th th 

Gene!' 1 ~anager of tb A.E.c. I au e.ttaehin& to this letter c py of '9' 

letter to -r~. ~,ra~stull.l dated Octobet• 25. 1966, this lette1 .. conta!.nB -all 

tb :relevant 1n.fo:rmat1on E~.nd r hope that - ao tbo outcome ot: your d1n

cua ions - poe1tlv action , ill be t ken al ng the lines sugg ste in 

this lett r . 

I h$l1~V6 I told you that th$ 8ull6t1n ot the Atomic 1er1ttats 1s 

$p c1 l. issue on th ht, tory or tho dec1s1on to uae the a otdo 

aid I would oontr1but an rttc~ to thi n l' 

•hich 1.11 be limit d to the :ro 1m oi.' my personal Gxp r1enoe • J.1o mi b 

o e.l l su,. 

At a ~ec nt moet1ng w1.th Alice Sm!th in Which v, lter Dlum or th$ 
r vt School pal'tio1p tod; l show th.em y correapono~mce w1tb A. ~.o. 

~otng . y furt 1 r. 

In the :t&ntime I have slao hown this c l 1 responde oe w1th th£1 A. . • • 

to Ml'• Oaao Oanti ld. Oba.il:nlf:l.o ot t.-b.e r.;xeeutive Comnd.tte ot Her r & 

Erotnera, ho thou·bt tb t J ak -ish P m1~ht 

o1t e.s dltor f' llarpers '"a tAZ1n ~ , 11' t 
threu h tb tr lana. 

1nto•eet d; 1n bla ea 
ull tin 1 n bl to ~rry 



Dzt. Warren c. Jnhnson ~rch 9 1 1957. 

I also told the t,1 t of' th1& C<.'U"ra$p·~·ndenoe to Ro ert Hutchins
with whom I happened. to tlave lunch today . Hutchins thought that the 
1sau~s _nv"'lvao o.('nlo w1thin the p1•ov1nce of th~ Pund f(\l' the Republic. 
I taka th~s to maan th~t 11' the t3ulJ.et1n runs into d1f1'ioult1es with the 
issue which tha y plan and add1 t1onal .funds a~e n ad.ed, roque at by them 
to the F ~nd tor the R publlo woul reoEt1ve favoNtble e~nsid.el .. atton. 

I shall now w. 1t until I l:lt?.ve tmd an oppo~tunity to discuss with 
you theae mattar!lt upon youl• r turn .t'rom ashington. 

'!' . th k:tndest per•aonal regat-ua, 

oc: Al.1ce 'mi th, The Bull~ tin o.r the tomie 3oient1sta L-
\laltali ~ lum, 'l'ha Law i$ehool, The University of Chicago 



• 



- s1t1on" 



Office of the Dearl 

~~ p· 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAG ·o ;fi. 

CHICAGO 37 • ILLINOIS 

T H E DIVISI O N OF THE PHYSICAL SCIENCES 

October 16, 1957 

Dr. Leo Szilard 
Enrico Fermi Institute for Nuclear Studies 
Facul ty Exchange 

Dear Dr. Szilard: 

·----------

At its meeting on October 12 the Board of the Louis Block 
Fund for Basic Research decided not to support your request for a 
travel grant in the amount of $4500. I regret that we were not 
able to honor your request; however, the Board felt it was not 
the type ·of request that the Block Fund should support. 

It would appear to me that the next logical step would be 
to seek funds elsewhere. I would be glad to discuss this matter 
with you at your convenience, with the hope that some satisfactory 
solution may be found. 

Sincerely, 

lJ~~'~ 
Warren C. Johnson, Dean 
Division of the Physical Sciences 
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Letter to , rrcn C. Johnnon, ""· Iv. of tho "h ·sicol .. oicnces 
-----·-·--· __ .-:;.oo........_u ..... n..,.i ... v...-.........,.......,__o;;;.;;f .... C'.ica o t9,ber 1257 
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therefore "'"itint ... to you to find out _f tho Innt.ituto of the 
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The DL ector of the 
En:rico !''erci In. ti tuto 

Dr. De.litz 
:lr ~ . Turko .: " ... ch 
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l>.i.ncerel yours 

( Leo 'zilard ) 



CONFIDENTi f'.L 

.MEMORJ\NDUM July 2, 1958 

From: Leo Szilard 

To: Warren C. Johnson 
Dean of the Physical Sciences Division 
The University of Chicago 

Re: Study Relating to the World Security Problems 
Raised by the Bomb 

An international conference of scientists -- usually 

referred to as the Second Pugwash Conference -- was held in 

April of this year at Lac Beauport, Quebec, Canada. This 

conference was convened by Bertrand Russell and sponsored by 

Cyrus Eaton. It lasted twelve days and offered the partici-

pants an opportunity to clarify their own thinking on security 

problems raised by the bomb. 

While the conference was useful in this respect, and 

also afforded an opportunity for Russian and American 

scientists to hold private conversations with each other, it 

would not seem advisable to attempt to carry forward a study 

of the security problems raised by the bomb through further 

conferences of the same character. 

At Lac Beauport, Col. Richard S. Leghorn (President 

of ITEK Corporation, Boston), Professor Jerome Wiesner 

(Head of the Research Laboratory for Electronics, Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.) and I 

raised, with Al exander Topchiev, General Secretary of the 
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Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Union, the issue of just 

what kind of conferences would be most suitable for carry

ing further the study of these problems. Subsequently, we 

made Topchiev concrete proposals on how we might cooperate 

with the Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Union in regard 

to clarifying the issues involved in the security problem 

posed by the bomb. Our proposals were embodied in a 

memorandum and a signed copy of the memorandum was sent 

to Topchiev, at his Moscow address, after the Lac Beauport 

meetings. 

The relevant passages of this memorandum run as 

follows: 

"We propose that there shall be held a meeting in 

Moscow in which ten to fifteen American scientists, of the 

kind to be described later, would participate, and about an 

equal number of Russian scientists of approximately the 

same sort. This meeting might last two weeks and it should 

take place at the earliest time that will suit those who 

are to participate and, if possible, not later than July 

of this year. 

"About one third of the American group might be 

scientists who are familiar with the technology of modern 

weapons and who, by virtue of their relationship to the 

United States government, are in a position to communicate 

their own thinking to the government, but who are not, 
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themselves, officials of the United States government. 

About three or four of the Americans may be mathematicians 

or theoretical physicists or theoretical cfiemists. 

"The topic of the proposed discussions at Moscow 

might be circumscribed as follows: 

''
1 There exists, in the present state of the atomic 

arms race, a serious danger than an atomic war might break 

out which neither America nor the Soviet Union wants. What 

are the circumstances which might lead to the outbrealt of 

such a war, and how could these circumstances be modified 

in order to diminish, and later on to eliminate completely, 

this danger?' 

''At the meeting in Moscow we would prop ose to discuss, 

as frankly as we have discussed in Quebec, controversial 

issues, includi~g the difficulties w~ich stand in the way 

for America to accept certain ~roposals which have been made 

by the government of the Soviet Union and for the Soviet 

Union to accept certain proposals that have been put for-

ward by the American government. Sometimes these 

difficulties come from apprehensions of one government, of 

which the other government is not fully aware. The proposed 

discussion at Moscow should enable both the American 

participants and the Russian participants to think about 

ways that may enable us to get around such difficulties. 
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nAfter the conclusion of the conference, the 

participants may be able to explain to their own 

governments their, perhaps greatly improved, understanding 

of the difficulties which stand in the way of an agreement 

between the two governments and which rel~te to the 

question of controlled arms reduction, as well as certain 

other problems which are intimately related to this 

question. Our reasons for believing that the informal 

talks between American and Russian scientists, which we 

propose, might be fruitful are essentially as follows: 

nour talks at Quebec have convinced us that among 

Russian, as well as among American, scientists there are 

many who are not only men of good will, but who are also 

able to explore dispassionately controversial issues. 

3uch men should be able to clarify, in their own minds, 

what the difficulties are that are impeding the progress 

towards reaching an understanding between America and 

Russia even in areas where these two nations have a strong 

common interest. 

"The American participants in the proposed meeting 

would want to prepare, in advance of the meeting, memoranda 

which may be helpful in focusine the discussion on what 

they believe to be the relevant topics. 3ome of these 

Americcm documents will be concerned with problems •.vhich 

they believe to represent valid apprehensions of the 
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Soviet Union. 

"We suggest that, similarly, our colleagues in the 

Soviet Union, who are to participate in the proposed meeting, 

may prepare documents on topics which are concerned with 

those apprehensions of the American government which they 

may recognize as valid. 

"In addition, both the American and Russian partici

pants might prepare documents which relate to topics that 

represent apprehensions of both America and the Soviet Union, 

such as the danger of an accidental outbreak of an atomic war, 

and the risks involved in the possession of atomic weapons by 

nations other than c'merica and the Soviet Union and Br i taln. 

"r!e believe that the invitations to the proposed 

Moscow meeting should not come from us, but rather that 

certain Americans be invitee individually by the Soviet 

Academy of Sciences. However, we are prepared to say who, 

among American scientists, could be particularly useful -· 

in our opinion - at the proposed meeting. We are also 

prepared to offer our good offices in exploring who, among 

those whom we regard as desirable participants of the 

meeting, is likely to be able to attend the meeting. We 

propose to keep in touch with each other on the subject 

of the selection of American participants, and one of us 
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may k eep in touch with Academician Topchiev in order to 

keep him informed on who, among the proposed American 

participants, may be available at the date set for the 

meeting." 

We have now received the enclosed reply from Topchiev, 

dated June 13th, advising us that the Academy of Sciences 

of the Soviet Union has accepted our proposal and sug

gesting July 28th as the tentative date for the meeting 

to be held in Moscow. 

Should it prove impossible for us to hold the meeting 

at the date suggested by Topchiev, then according to our 

present thinking, we might propose to Topchiev that Leghorn, 

Wiesner and I meet with our Russian counterparts, designated 

by the Soviet Academy of Sciences, at an early date in 

Moscow to hold a preparatory conference, lasting perhaps 

for a week. This preparatory conference could do a 

considerable amount of intellectual preparation for the 

forthcoming meeting. At such a preparatory conference we 

would have an opportunity to explore just what aspects of 

the problem involved would be the most suitable topics for 

a discussion at the projected meeting. 

I should add that we are not looking at the proposed 

meeting of Russian and American scientists as a one-shot 

operation, but rather as a first step in carrying out a 
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continuous study of the security problem. Therefore, it 

appears to us more important to open up this new channel 

of communication, and to keep it open, than to accomplish 

very much at the first meeting. 

L.Sz. 



THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO 
CHICAGO 37 • ILLINOIS 

OFFICE OF THE CHANCELLOR 

April 6, 1960 

Dr. Leo Szilard 
Memorial Hospital, Room 812 
444 East 68th Street 
New York 21, New York 

Dear Leo:· 

It was a pleasure to learn through the ne't-rspapers a couple weeks 
ago that you have been awarded the Einstein Medal. I am very happy that 
you are this year's recipient of the Award, which you so well deserve and 
which has previously been given to a number of outstanding men. On two 
occasions the GAC acted informally, at !1r. Strauss' request, as a reviewing 
committee for the Award. Then, since a number of recipients were available, 
it was Mr. Strauss' intention to use the previous a.wardees as an Award 
Committee, which he has done this year. 

Although I have not kept directly in touch with you the past few 
months since you have been in the hospital, I have received frequent re
ports through Eugene Wigner as well as others. Please accept my congratu
lations and best wishes on this occasion. As soon as my travels take me 
to New York I shall get in touch with you. 

With best regards, 

Sincerely1 -, 

·~~ 
Warren c. Johnson 

P.S. After dictating the above I learned from this morning's paper that 
you have been awarded the 1959 Atoms for Peace Award. I am extremely 
happy about this. Again, congratulations and best wishes. 

Warren 



Dr. Warran c. Johnson 
Physical Sciences Division 
Eckhard. Hall 
Bniversity of Chicago 
Chicago ~7, Illinois 

Dear Warren: 

' I have received three letters from Germany, two from the Ministry 
of Educ~tion and one from the Free University of. Berlin. 

\ 

The Ministry of Education advises me that upon my suggestion 
they have reached an agreement with Professor Kopfermann.aBXlUJXEI!!Bxx 
Kopfermann has agreed to assume responsibilit for building the Laboratory 
for Nuclear Phys,ics of which I am being s.:f£ex:exNkkx offered the · director
ship. Kopfermann has not 'yet made up his mind whether or not ·he will 
take over one of the Divisions of this institute if he should retire 

' 
' xsx from the University of ·Heidelberg in 1960. 

' ' -In these circumstances, there is no immediate pressure on me to 
make a decision concerning the Berlin offer • 

. The University of Berlin advises me that my salary would amount 
to ru~ 37,060 per year as long as I am on active duty and that after 

' retirement I ·would receive . an income as long as I live in the amount 
of RM 27,060. RgREXKX~M¥X Accordingly, my retirement income would 
amo8nt to about $6,427.00 a year at the current exchange rate and con-
siderably more in actual purchasing power. 

If ,I ~ccepted the position _offered to me as of the fall of 1960 
I ' courd retire with· my full retirement income after serving for 18 months. 

There is ·one point ~hich is uncertain. It is not agreed whether I ~~ .. 
could return to America and have my retirement· income transferred in 
doilar's to me .or whether I ~ould have to live up my retirement ' income 
in ·Germany~ Apart from this point of uncertainty, the off.er i _s financially 
very -favorable .and the retirement conditions are in sharp contiast to the •· > 

·. retirement conditions t6 which I must look forward if I retire at Cliica.go 
upon reaching the compulsory retirement age of 65. My ·retirement income ' 

\ 
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due me from rny services -to. th.e ·university consist in <!in 

may expect from Teachers Annuity and Insurance and it' will amount 
slightly more than ·$100.00 a month.:!Rxmiauii:xx In addition, 

' I ' the benefit of Soci~l Security but only if my , earned income remains -
below about $100.00 a monqh. I Shall have some retirement 

Germany though co.nsiderably less than the amount .qu.oted above in cas~ ;, . 
.• ~ •• • .. .... · f. . - ~ ~ ~ . I refuse the Berlin offer - and this retirement income would under · preserit 

law be transferrable to me in America if I 

Sincerely yours, • 

I' 

LEO SZILARD 
·'• 

LS:dw 

cc: H. L. 

·-

'. 

.. .. . 
I ,. 

,, 
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Dr. Warren c. Johnson 
Eckhard Hall 
University of Chicago 
Chicago 37, Illinois 

Dear Warren: 

This letter I am writing to you ~n your capacity as Chairman of 

the General Advisory Committee rather than as Dean of the Physical 

Sciences Division. 

As yo~ may know, I have attended a meeting called by Bertrand 

Russell and held at Quebec under the sponsorship of Cyrus Eaton, a 

Trustee of the University of Chicago. The meeting was organized by 
I 

a steering committee seb up at the Pugwash meeting last year. In 

December of last year I attended as a cons,ul tant the meeting of the 
I ._ 

Committee in London and .they have accepted my suggestion concerning the 

character of the Quebec meeting. Accordingly, the Quebec meeting was . 

a long meetin·g; lasting .for about twelve days and it was primarily de

voted to thinking rather than ·drafting of a proclamation. The :officiaL 

sessions consumed only a fraction of the day and the rest of the day 
I / ' . 

~as free . to enable private• disscussions among the participants. 
I 

The basic posision that I to'ok at that meeting was as follows: 

It is conceivable that Russia and America might .agree within the fore

seeable future pn the cessation of bomb tests and perhaps al_so on limit-

ing the number and the total power of destruction of the bombs that they 

retain in stoctpiles. But if one believe s that the solution of the prob-

lem as posed by the bomb lies in far-reaching disarmament then no agree

ment that stops short of eliminating the stockpile's of bombs as well as 

jet bombers arid .long range rockets can be regarded as an adequate measure 
I 

from the point of view of safeguarding peace, because I personally be-
' 

lieve . that this crucial step cannot be taken in the foreseeable future 
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I believe that our main problem is a.t pee sent not disarmament but rather . 
the following: 

It is likely that for an extended period of time ·there will ·be a 
stalemate between the strategic ato1nic striking forces of Russia and 
America. Our problem is to understand what measures must be taken in 
order to render this stalemate stable so there will be no danger that 
an atomic war may break out that neither Russia nor America want. As 
long as Russis and America retain powerful hydrogen bdmbs in ·their 

' stockpiles it is essential that the powerful hydrogen bombs of the 
. .' I • 

. f dirty variety be replaced by equally powerful bombs of the claen variety. Since 
ksxx~~Rxas I have no reason to believe that ·either Russis or America 
know today how to construct such clean bombs w±«hx which are compact 
enough and light enough to be carried by solid fuel long-range rockets--

' upon which the strategic ·s"t;alemate is likely to be based--! am iri favor 
of continuing bomb tests foi the purpose of developing such bombs. 

Towards the end of the ~eeting after Col. Richard Leghorn and Dr: 
Jerome·, had left I found myself in the position where r · becams 
the main oppone~t of the Russians during _the joint effort to dra~t a 
statement for publication-Because the Russians were not in a position tb 
.include any sentence in the draft that was not ~onsistent with pub,licly 
' declared Russian policy I \vas forced to oppose the inclusion of any 

·, . . 
( · sentence that was not consistent with officially declared Am~~ican policy. 

In these ' circumstances, I was very much gratified to learn . through my . 
private conversations with individual Russians that in spite of the 
position that I have taken the Russians realized that I wanted peace 
and that I was sincere and meant what I said. At the end of the meeting 
I found myself in the position where Academician Toechiev was willing to 
.give serious consideration to ·particular proposals which I made ~oncerning 
the forms in which we might continue the conversations that were begun at 

important Quebec. 1t is conceivable that something/might cqme out o£ this and I I 
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shall tell you more' ab~ut it if I have a chance to see you in 

towards the end of next week. I am starting a two-week visit to 

on April 27 and shall then be tired up for awhile in Boston and~ sub-

sequently, in Washingto~. 

I was part-icularly .pleased by an admission made by one 'of the -

Russians in private .conversation that my forecase might be more realistic 

than the official Russian position and it remains . to be seen to what 

extent it represents the prevailing private opinion amont;J Russii:in 

scientists who concern themselves with Russian-American rela.tions. 

Because the Russians at the Quebec meeting will be included in 

the official delegation to the Geneva conference in September 'and ·because 

I wish to contue my conversations with them on that occasion I have 

decided to attend the Geneva meeting. 

I might perhaps arrange to go as a representative of either the 

Bulletin of Atomic Scientists or .the Saturday Review of Literature, or 

perhaps Harper's. It is not difficult to predict that a number of people 

in Geneva such as some of the French and some of the Russian delegation . . 
are going to ask me why I am not included in the American de~ation. 

As you know I am never embarrassed by questions of this sort since I 

simply resort to the expedient of stating the trust. Should you or your 

coll€agues in the General Advisory Committee prefer ~hat _ I attend the 

meeting as a member of the American delegation and should it be necessary 

for this purpose that I give a paper1 -which if avoidable I would prefer 

to avoid--I could prasent a paper on either of two subjects; I could either 

_give a talk on "Technical Problems Relevant to the Stability of Peace 

in the Atomic Stalemate" or I could deliver a paper on the "Formation 
' of Inducible Enzymes." 

I should perhaps add that I am at present writing an article 
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' entitled "The Road t6 ,.Survival; General Disarmament or Pax Russo•Americana? " 
' which I intend to publish simultaneously in America and Russia. I .hope 

to send you a copy in the near future. 

With best .Xxx wishes, 

' I, 

LS:dw 

CC'! E'. , P ~' , Wigt:J.er 
Edward Teller, 

I , 

:' 

· .. 

LEO SZILARD 

) 
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CONFIDENTihL 

MEMORJ\NDUM July 2, 1958 

From: Leo Szilard 

To: Warren C. Johnson 
Dean of the Physical Sciences Division 
The University of Chicago 

Re: Study Relating to the World Security Problems 
Raised by the Bomb 

An international conference of scientists -- usually 

referred to as the Second Pugwash Conference -- was held in 

April of this year at Lac Beauport, Quebec, Canada. This 

conference was convened by Bertrand Russell and sponsored by 

Cyrus Eaton. It lasted twelve days and offered the partici-

pants an opport~nity to clarify their own thinking on security 

problems raised by the bomb. 

While the conference was useful in this respect, and 

also afforded an opportunity for Russian and American 

scientists to hold private conversations with each other, it 

would not seem advisable to attempt to carry forward a study 

of the security problems raised by the bomb through further 

conferences of the same character. 

At Lac Beauport, Col. Richard S. Leghorn (President 

of ITEK Corporation, Boston), Professor Jerome Wiesner 

(Head of the Research Laboratory for Electronics, Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.) and I 

raised, with Al exander Topchiev, General Secretary of the 
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Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Union, the issue of just 

what kind of conferences would be most suitable for carry

ing further the study of these problems. Subsequently, we 

made Topchiev concrete proposals on how we might cooperate 

with the Academy of Sciences of the Soviet Union in regard 

to clarifying the issues involved in the security problem 

posed by the bomb. Our proposals were embodied in a 

memorandum and a signed copy of the memorandum was sent 

to Topchiev, at his Moscow address, after the Lac Beauport 

meetings. 

The relevant passages of this memorandum run as 

follows: 

nwe propose that there shall be held a meeting in 

Moscow in which ten to fifteen American scientists, of the 

ltind to be described later, would participate, and about an 

equal number of Russian scientists of approximately the 

same sort. This meeting might last two week s and it should 

take place at the earliest time that will suit those who 

are to participate and, if possible, not later than July 

of this year. 

" About one third of the American group might be 

scientists who are familiar with the technology of modern 

weapons and who, by virtue of their relationship to the 

United States government, are in a position to commun i cate 

their own thinking to the government, but who are not, 
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themselves, officials of the United States government. 

About three or four of the Americans may be mathematicians 

or theoretical physicists or theoretical chemists. 

"The topic of the proposed discussions at Moscow 

might be circumscribed as follows: 

"'There exists, in the present state of the atomic 

arms race, a serious danger than an atomic war might break 

out which neither America nor the Soviet Union wants. What 

are the circumstances which might lead to the outbrealt of 

such a war, and how coul d these circumstances be modified 

in order to diminish, and later on to eliminate completely, 

this danger?' 

"At the meeting in Moscow we would propose to discuss, 

as frankly as we have discussed in quebec, controversial 

issues, including the difficulties which stand in the way 

for America to accept certain proposals which have been made 

by the government of the Soviet Union and for the Soviet 

Union to accept certain proposals that have been put for-

ward by the American government. Sometimes these 

difficulties come from apprehensions of one government, of 

which the other government is not fully aware. The proposed 

discussion at Moscow should enable both the American 

participants and the Russian participants to think about 

ways that may enable us to get around such difficulties. 
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!!After the conclusion of the conference, the 

participants may be able to explain to their own 

governments their, perhaps greatly improved, understanding 

of the difficulties which stand in the way of an agreement 

between the two goverlli~ents and which relate to the 

question of controlled arms reduction, as well as certain 

other problems which are intimately related to this 

question. Our reasons for believing that the informal 

talks between American and Russian scientists, which we 

propose, might be fruitful are essentially as follows: 

;'Our talks at Quebec have convinced us that a.-nong 

Russian, as well as among American, scientists there are 

many who are not only men of good will, but who are also 

able to explore dispassionately controversial issues. 

3uch men should be able to clarify, in their own minds, 

what the difficulties are that are impeding the progress 

towards reaching an understanding between America and 

Russia even in areas where these two nations have a strong 

common interest. 

"The American participants in the proposed meeting 

would want to prepare, in advance of the meeting, memoranGa 

which may be helpful in focusinB the discussion on what 

they believe to be the relevant topics. 3ome of these 

American documents will be concerned with problems '.Vhich 

they believe to represent v~lid apprehensions of the 
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Soviet Union. 

"We suggest that, similarly, our colleagues in the 

Goviet Union, who are to participate in the pToposed meeting, 

may prepare documents on topics which are concerned with 

those apprehensions of the American government which they 

may recognize as valido 

"In addition, both the American and Russian partici

pants might prepare documents which relate to topics that 

represent apprehensions of both America and the Soviet Union, 

such as the danger of an accidental outbreak of an atomic war, 

and the risks involved in the possession of atomic weapons by 

nations other than t'merica and the Soviet Union and Britain. 

''\'.'e believe that the invitations to the proposed 

Moscow meeting should not come from us, but rather that 

certain Americans be invited individually by the Soviet 

Academy of Sciences. However, we are prepared to say v1ho, 

among &nerican scientists, could be particularly useful ~ 

in our opinion - at the proposed meeting. We are also 

prepared to offer our good offices in exploring who, among 

those whom we regard as desirable participants of the 

meeting, is likely to be able to attend the meeting. We 

propose to keep in touch with each other on the subject 

of the selection of American participants, and one of us 
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may k eep in touch with Academician Topchiev in order to 

keep him informed on who, among the proposed American 

participants, may be available at the date set for the 

meeting.' ' 

We have now received the enc l osed reply from Topchiev, 

dated June 18th, advising us that the Academy of Sciences 

of the Soviet Union has accepted our proposal and sug

gesting July 28th as the tentative date for the meeting 

to be held in Moscow. 

Should it prove impossible for us to hold the meeting 

at the date suggested by Topchiev, then according to our 

present thinking, we might propose to Topchiev that Leghorn, 

Wiesner and I meet with our Russian counterparts, designated 

by the Soviet Academy of Sciences, at an early date in 

Moscow to hold a preparatory conference, lasting perhaps 

for a week. This preparatory conference could do a 

considerable amount of intellectual preparation for the 

forthcoming meeting. At such a preparatory conference we 

would have an opportunity to explore just what aspects of 

the problem involved would be the most suitable topics for 

a discussion at the projected meeting. 

I should add that we are not looking at the proposed 

meeting of Russian and American scientists as a one-shot 

operation, but rather as a first step in carrying out a 
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continuous study of the security problem. Therefore, it 

appears to us more important to open up this new channel 

of communication, and to keep it open, than to accomplish 

very much at the first meeting. 

L.Sz. 



Dr. Warren C. Johnson 
Dean, Physical Sciences Division 
Eckhart Hall 
The University of Chicago 
Chicago 37, Illinois 

Dear Warren: 

July 11, 1958 

Attached you will find a communication which I received 

from the National Institutes of Health. 

This is a particularly generous offer because they 

would let me be away six months a year on leave of absence 

without pay -- preferably in stretches of a few weeks each, 

and I could spend the other half of the time at the Rockefeller 

Institute in New York. I have raised the question with Bronk 

of whether I could similarly hold down a full-time job at the 

Rockefeller Institute and be half ... time on leave of absence 

without pay. 

From the point of view of laboratory space, the 

Rockefeller Institute would be much better, in the near future, 

than the NIB, but in about five years' time, the space situation 

at the NIH should be very favorable and that is just about the 

time when I would have reached retirement age at the Rockefeller 

Institute. At the Rockefeller Institute, I could presumably 

remain on the payroll beyond the age of 65 on a year-to-year 

basis for another three years. At the NIH, however, one has --
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regardless of age -- a fifteen.year stretch before one has 

to retire. 

If Bronk were to agree, I would probably start out with 

building up a·· laboratory at the Rockefeller Institute, which 

should be going strong within a year or, at most, two, and 

begin to shrink, as far as my space requirements go, 

five years just at the time when it will be easy to get 

laboratory space at NIH. 

The appointment at the Rockefeller Institute would 

require Board approval, and the Board will not meet until 

sometime in October. 

With kind . regards. 

l.szilard;alm 

Sincerely , 

Leo Szilard 
c/o Robert B. Livingston 
National Institutes of Health 
Bethesda 14, Maryland 

' 

( ' 
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